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I hope your team can fix this as soon as possible. Just as a side note: BF3 on PS3 had this very
same issue. DICE reduced the input latency by. I use a Scuf Controller on my PC to play
Fortnite. I've also tried different USB cables and a couple of PS4 controllers and all behave
identically. tried installing ds4windows the lag stopped but it makes my controller messed
up!!! PC connected to TV Input Lag · Bf3 input lag on pc · solved High End PC. For
Battlefield 3 on the PlayStation 3, a GameFAQs message board topic titled Input Lag Video
- Page 2. Also, input lag is a known issue with the ps3. The ' fix' so Ive stopped playing, If it
gets fixed I'll start playing again. I have a problem on Battlefield 3 for Playstation 3, every
time i play multiplayer or even single player i have input lag! Can you tell me how can i
reduce it???. BF3 patch: PS3 input lag removed, weapons balancing, and bug fixes DICE This
fix prevents players from being able to hide inside the railroad tunnel roof. Is anyone else
having issues with the aiming right now in BF3 on PS3? put my finger on it, but it's a
combination of input lag/acceleration and it's horrendous. .. Luckily EA has aknowledged the
problem and should fix it. Similarly if your playing on a PS3, go into Settings –> Display
settings I was aware BF3 had more intense input lag issues and a patch was. Input lag - it's a
crucial factor in defining the 'feel' of a game, and Based on the PS3 results (Xbox may be
tighter), Modern Warfare Compare that to the ms we get from Battlefield 3, a 30fps game with
.. be able to properly implement FreeSync in order to reduce input lag on Xbox One X games.
Sold my bf3 a month after release cos of the input lag, can't believe it took them a year to fix
it, after denying the problem existed in the first. Fixes for the Battlefield 3 input lag problem
on PlayStation 3 will arrive with June's DLC, Battlefield 3: Close Quarters. This much-needed
fix. Reduce Input Lag in PC Games: The Definitive Guide Nvidia architecture, which resulted
in the PC, PlayStation 3, and arcade versions being similar to each.
MP1st - Input lag on the PlayStation 3 has been affecting Battlefield 3 PS3 players Though
DICE has yet to announce a fix, they have suggested a number of.
Set tv into 'pc mode' which should disable any post processing / motion flow On > No
problem, it's absolutly great but on PS3 > Input Lag. Afterwards in went onto Battlefield 3 and
started playing the campaign. Everything i see . Or if you can take the TV back and get one
with lower input lag. Reply. 0 Kudos Game mode will turn off a lot of internal processing.
Does that mean there's no input lag or does it mean it doesn't negatively affect you. Because
after a while I got used to BF3's input lag on PS3.
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